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-****** DEMOS PREDICT HUGE TURN OUT
;
NEWS TO REPORT COUNTY RETURNS
— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ke
n-Tenn Territory

Volume Twenty-One

Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday,Oct.
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Al T. Owens and John Bondurant, Democratic campaign chairThe Fulton County News and
men for Fi
ty were vig- P. C. Ford will bring
up-to-the
orously w
l,fu1J ac! minute election returns
to the
tivities :11
s
in
Fulto
n
via
telephone
today as
,tr
public
addres
s
syste
m. The
in the election
PM: s office will stay open until
ember 4. The Demo group—
,
last
vote
is
count
ed
at
Hickconducted one of the most tireless
Forty-Four campa
man, so be on hand to hear the
igns for a general election
ever held in this end of the coun- results.
ty and forecast a Democratic majority for the five Fulton precincts
Meanwhile candidates of both
and expect a turn-out of nearly parties continue their
last min1500 voters. Mrs.
William Mc- ute appeal to the voters and ViceDade, county chairwoman
Presid
ent Alben Barkley is still
has
been working with the same en- on the stump for the
Democratic
thusiasm among the women vot- ticket. The Paducah-Su
n Demoers and estimates that the women crat reported on
Thursday that
in the county are taking an un- the Veep probably will
not make
usual interest in this year's cam- his pre-election tour
of the First
paign. Mrs. Ruth Johnson, county District as has been
his custom
chairwoman for the other end of for the past 30 years.
the county reports the same inUnless plans are changed, the
terests among the women folks vice president will
have to be in
there.
St. Louis Monday night, for a nation-wide television appearance
Fair and Mild Forecast with Governor Adlai - Stevenson
and probably President Truman.
For Election Day
However, arrangements are being
What's the weather outlook for made for him to speak to the people of his district sometime Monelection day?
Fair and mild over most of the day on a local radio broadcast,
country, the U. S. Weather Bu- before he leaves Paducah for St.
Louis.
reau said today.
Governor Lawrence Wetherby
The Weather
Bureau pointed announced he will make'
a swing
out that between now and next throu
gh five counties in the First
Tuesday a lot of things could hap- Distri
ct Monday to partially repen to change the
long-range place Barkley's traditional
tour.
view.
Wetherby's schedule opens at 9
a. m. with a speech at Wickliffe
Citizens Invited To courthouse. Later, he will speak
at Bardwell, Clinton, Benton and
Hear Gov. Wetherby MurrA
y.
In addition, Wetherby will apOfficials at Democratic Headquarters here are inviting local pear with Barkley for the dedicacitizens to form a motorcade to tion of the Graves County airport
Wiekliffe, Bardwell and Clinton at Mayfield Sunday.
on
Monday
when Governor
Wetherby will make speeches in
each of those towns.
He will
speak at nine o'clock at Wiilitliffe,
ten o'clock at Bardwell* aiki eleven o'clock at Clinton.
The Governor's tour will possiAll citizens
interested in sebly replace the annual tour made curing a City Park for Fulto
n are
by Vice-President
urged
to attend a mass meeting
Alben
W.
Barkley.
to be held at the City Hall on
Monday night, November 3. The
Bro. Charles Houser To Park Commission, compo
sed of
representatives from each of the
144144161016r•
..ssisoyA",
etvie-iittreditelltr.
`"geteips,".'
Bro. Charles Houser, minister of will meet lth the Fulton
City
the Church of Christ in Hopkins- Council to discuss the project.
vile and a former minister of the
The engineering firm of Russell
Church of Christ in Fulton, will and Axom has submitted a probegin a series of Gospel Meetings posed park plan to the city fathat the Fulton Church of Christ eriord this will be discussed also.
starting Sunday.
Services
Sunday
will be at
11:00 a. m. and at 7:00 p. m., and
throughout the week evening services will be held at 7:30 p. m.
The series ends Sunday November 9th.
A total of $680 was collected on
Bro. B. B. Jones, song director the first day of the Girl
Scouts
of the local
church, will be in drive, Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., ancharge of the singing. Everyone is nounced today. The more
than 25
invited to attend these meetings. workers who canvassed
the city
on Wednesday were more than
please
d at the
results and feel
Old Time Square
that the $800 quota for the can
Dance At Union Hall
will be reached within severer
Local 560 of the ACWA is giv- days. Many call-backs had to be
made, which they hope, will make
ing an old-time
square dance,
up the total needed.
cake-walk and box
supper toThis is the first timethat a finnight (Friday) at the Union Hall,
ance drive
over the Leader Store on
Lae ever been for Girl Scouts has
held in Fulton and Bill
Street.
All are requested to attend in McDade and Ernest Fall, Jr., co"tacky" dress to enter OM spirit chairmen of the finance drive are
of the evening and enjoy its fun. grateful for the tremendous response given the drive.
Admission is free.
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Public
service is a tradition
with Governor Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois, the
Democratic
nominee for
President of • the
United States.
Stevenson is the fourth member of his family to serve the nation. His great-grandfather, Jesse
W. Fell, an Illinois pioneer, was
the first man to propose Abraham
Lincoln for President. His paternal grandfather and namesake was
Vice President during the second
Democratic Administration
of
Grover Cleveland, from 1893 to
1897. Stevenson's father was Secretary of State in Minois.
The Governor
himself began
his career in public life in 1933
when he left his law practice in
Chicago to
go to
Washington
to serve as a legal counsel in the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Working for the
department's
Agricultural Adjustment Administration Stevenson soon became
intimately familiar with the problems facing farmers, ranchers,
dairymen and orchard operators.
With the nation on its way to
economic recovery, Stevenson returned to his law practice in Chicago. I: the
summer of 1941,
when another crisis faced Amenca—and the world, Secretary of
Governor /Idiot Stevenson of Mine%
the Navy Frank Knox
neral Dwight Eisenhower
called
Adlai Stevenson back to WashHERE ARE Y
CANDIington to serve on his staff.
DATES: Winding p the
Stevenson's
last
work with
the
frantic days of a ten ic campaign
Navy Department earned liim the
respect of his superiors as well as
are the candidates snown here
Senator John J. Sparkman of
the press.
who seek the office of President
Alabama, the Democratic nomiFrom service as an appointive nee for Vice-Pre
and Vice-President Of the United
government official to campaign- zes the opport sident, symboliStates
. On the Republican ticket
unity for achieveing for an elective office was a ment which Ameri
are General of the Arrows Dwight
can offers* all
natural step for Adlai Stevenson. of its citixe
Eisen
hower
and Senator Richard
ns.
Alter carrying oil
M. Nixon of California for presi=
i
ca
t
z
it
. The sort-4d.on Arkaftiftsta lee
IsIdifilraglitlentai •
vice4treerAtikt.
thriftless" Republican State Ad- one-room
ire1Y. General Eisenhower has
country school. He ie
ministration, Stevenson was elect- the seven
campaigned on the need for a
th of eleven children.
ed Governor of
change. Adlai Stevenson and Sen.
Mnois by the
Sparkman
worked
his way
greatest majority in the State's through colleg
John
Sparkman on the Demoe, earning both a
history-572,000 votes.
cratic ticket for President and
law degree
and a Master's deAs Governor of the nine million gree. His superi
Vice-p
resident, respectively have
or
scholarship
citizens of Illinois he has been a earned him
based their campaign on the proa Phi Beta
Kappa
strong advocate of
gress made by the
progressive key.
Democratic '
measures, an effective and utterly
party in the past 20 years.
After college Sparkman began
honest foe of crime, corruption practicing
law in
Huntsville,
and favoritism and a great and Alabama, and in
1936, in his first
economical administrator.
try at
politics, he was elected
Stevenson
removed the state Congressman from the
Eighth
police force from poltical control, Alabama Distri
ct. He was replacing it under a strict civil ser- elected to the
House five times.
vice merit system.
In 1946 Sparkman was chosen by
The Stevenson Administration the people of
Alabama to succeed
increased
state aid to
public the late Senator John H.
Bankschools by $25 million.
head in the U. S. Senate.
While all this
was done, the
Senator Sparkman knows and
budget went down.
understands
agriculture.
He
fought for the Tennessee Valley
Authority, rural
electrification
and- farm tenant loan programs.
He also has supported legislation to
improve the
nation's
school system, including federa
l
The Department of Economic aid
to
educat
ion
—
witho
ut fedSecurity today reported that for
eral interference.
the nine-month
period ending
The Senator's contributions to
September 30; public assistance
housing
programs
have been
payments totaling $155,686 were
widely praised. As chairman
of
paid to residents of Fulton Coun- the
ty—for old age assistance, aid to tee Senate's Housing subcommitJohn Sherman Cooper
Spark
man has sponsored alTom Underwood
dependent children and to needy
REVIVAL AT MISSION
Noble Gregory
RETURN FROM ARIZONIA
most all the housing legisl
THEY SEEK ELECTION TOO:
ation
blind.
election to the unexpired term
passed by
A
Occup
of
Senat
Congress during the
revival will begin at the Misying the
or Underwood has waged a
spotlight of naMrs. Vera Byrd
Commssioner of
Ecnomic Se- last four
years. He has been a tional and State politics for the Virgil Chapman as United States vigorous campaign on his record Mrs. Robert Byrd and Mr. and sion on Sunday evening, Novem
curity Vego E. Barnes reported
Senator. Senator
have returned
leader in the fight for effect
Under
wood
past
ber
is
favora
legisl
2nd,
severa
of
ble
ation
l
at 7:30 p. m. with Rev.
for farm- home from a two weeks'
months have been the incum
ive
that of the total payments in Ful- rent
trip tel H. A.
bent. Congressman No- ers, labor and
control.
been
busin
Senat
Dougl
essma
or
the
as
Tom
n. Arizona where they visited
of Milan, Tenn., doUnderwood, ble Gregory is
ton County, $106,010 went to the
their
seeking re-election Mr. Cooper's platform is stress
The welfare of the small busi- Democrat and
John
ed son and brother, John Byrd and ing the preaching. Rev. Earl Baird
Sherman to his present post.
needy aged; $46,817 to the upkeep
He is opposed in a story appearing elsewhere on
nessman has been of special
Is
Coope
the
r,
pastor
Repub
.
The
lican
famil
, who seek by Republican W.
public is invited
y, who live on Ft. Apache
conof dependent children, and $2,- cern
m Lake.
to John Sparkman. He is • • • • • • • • • •
man of God
• • • • Malla
Indian Reservation. While there to hear this
859 to the needy blind.
each
• • • • this page.
Chairman of the
eveni
ng
Senat
next
e
they
week.
Small
visite
Average payment in Kentucky
d the Indian school and
Business Committee.
villag
es
for aged
on
the Mesa, went sightassistance during the
Attend Eastern Star
Throughout his long Congressseeing of the
third quarter of 1952 Was $30-12 ional
Grand
Canyon,
13 Out of 14
career Senator Sarpkman
Meet In Louisville
Painted Desert and Petrified Forto the old people whO - received has
been a realistic student of for-.
Evelyn Peterson led the
est. They returned home by way
monthly checks. Under the defield
Mrs. George Moore,
eign affairs.
worthy
of pigskin prognosticators
In a speech during the closing
pendent children's program, an
last
Returning to his home in Lex- matron of Fulton Chapter No. 41 of St. Louis and spent the night week
week of the campaign here
in the NEWS' weekly
with James Byrd and family.
average of $53.03
went to the
in ington from a tour of the
Grand
Second OES, is attending the
Fulton, former
football contest, picking
Senator
families each month. Blind people Changes In Location
John Congressional Distri
an
ct Thursclpy Chapter in Louisvilule,
repreSherman
amazing 13 out of 14 winne
Cooper,
SERVING IN KOREA
Precincts 3-A and 4-A
received an average of $31.97.
Republican night,
rs
Senator Tom R. Under- senting the local chapter.
candi
to
date
take
for
first
U. S. Senate, said, wood will
prize and gain the
Voters in
The First Marine
Precinct 3-a who "During
Mrs. Eunice Robinson,
wind up his campaign
Division of distinction
Past
the
last
of
seven weeks I In the Sixth
being the first
have previously
gone to
Shirley Houston Is
District Friday and Grand Matron, Misses Elizabeth the United States Marine Corps ever to hit
City
such a high average
Motor Company on Lake Street have made speeches in over 100 Saturday and the day
announces that Pfc. Marion G.
Ward and Elizabeth Witty
before
acthe
counti
in
es
the
in
A Cappello Member
Kentu
weekl
cky.
y
The great
dizzy whirl of
to vote are notified to go to King
Suiter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
companied her to Louisville.
Okley upsets.
crowds to whom I have spoken in- election next Monday.
Professor Robert Bear, director Motor Company on Carr
Suiter, Route 2, Water Valley,
Friday the Senator will speak
Street cluded many Democ
Ky.
Secon
d
-place
rats, and they at -Frenchbur
of the 51-voice Murray State Cap- to cast their vote November
winner with 12
has arrived in
Korea to serve
g at VI^ a. m., at Hold Roun
4.
d-Up At
pella choir, has announced that
Also voters in Precinct 4-a who have told me that thousands of Winchester at
with the First Marine Division. out of 14 had to be decided be11:30 a. m., and
Democrats are going to vote for
tween Neal Looney, Pete
Miss Snirley Houston, who is a have previously gone to Earle
Fairf
This
ield Park
PeterDivision has been in battle
will have
afternoon and night
& me on November 4."
son, and at least four
senior at Murray, has been se- Taylor Implement Compa
longer than any other
other
ny on
Marine sharpshooters
Mr. Cooper was introduced by speeches with times and place to
All Boy Scouts, Cubs and Ex- unit
lected to be a
member of this Fourth Street are asked to
who
picked
in
be
history and it has received
announced.
'em
go to Mrs. Arch Huddliston
plorers of the Dry Lake District four
right, with Neal winning
choir, having the part of first al- the American Legion Cabin
, Jr., FulPresid
Satur
out
ential Unit Citations. for
day
Underwood
on ton County
will will hold a
Western Roundup
second with a
Republican Chair- speak at
to.
Fourth Street to vote Tuesday.
low
-point
Carlisle at 11:30 a. m., Open House
woman and because of the
difference of 235, followed
at Fairfield Monday
Misa Houston is the daughter of
cold Mt. Sterling at 3:30 p. m.
IN
BOOT
by
TRAINING
and at night, November 3, at 5 p. m.
weather spoke in the office
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Houston of
BUDDY PERRY IN KOREA
s of Owingsville at. 7:30.
Jimmy D. Webb has volunteer- "Pete" in third place with 242.
the Kentucky Utilities here.
Suppe
r
will
"Also
be
prepa
this city.
red
rens",
at the ed for service in the Navy
with a normally
He
Buddy Perry, who is With the spent a
His Monday schedule has not Park
and is high average
portion of his time greetand all parents are expected now
of 11 out of 14,
stationed at San
been completed but he will spend
U. S. Armed Forces in Korea, is ing the
Diego, ran more than
to
be
voters who were in
presen
for
t
PAINFULLY INJURED
the
eveni
a dozen, includng Calif., for "Boot Training".
at- the day in his home county camnow at Heartbreak Ridge. He is tenda
He is ing Johnny
meal with the various units. This the
nce to hear his talk.
Lancaster and a lot
Last Saturday night Roy
son of Mr. and
Mc- the son of Mr. and Mrs. T. V.
Mrs. Guy of other
Cooper said, "During my cam- paigning and will probably speak meeting will not conflict with the
habitu
al winners.
Millin, a farmer of
Webb of Fulton.
McConnell, Perry, Route 1, Fulton.
in Lexington on election eve.
His ad- paign I have told how I have
Town-Hall meeting to be held the
It all goes to show that
Tenn., was kicked by a mule and dress is: Pfc. Chris
Underwood will
it's
have fifteen- same evening at 7 p.
topher (Bud- ved the people of Kentucky, seranybody's game, and you
m.
sustained painful toot
what
Mrs. James
injuries. dy) Perry; US $2-164627; Co.
don't
broadcast
McDuffy and have to
over
B I did for them in my 20 years' minute radio
agree
with
He stall admitted to Haws Nem- 179 I. N. F.; Rest. 45th
daugh
the
ter,
stateBarbara Jane, of Dewide network', on each of
experts
I. N. F. public service, what I stand
Mrs. Claud Fields, our corres- troit
coial Holpital for X-rats and Div. APO 88-0-0;
for the last three working nights of
returned home Wednesday in order to win. Sharpen your
Care Post- and my position on all
pondent from Detroit, visited in
pencils and try again this
the im- the campaign. Times will
Iraatteset.
after
visiti
ng
master, San Francisco, Calif.
her brother
week,
be an- OUT office Thursday morning.
Billy you football
(Ceithined as page Tea)
She Slayden and fernIly on the
fans . . • . there's
nounced locally.
Hick- another page
is a visitor of Mrs. Myrtle Fields.
of
man Highway.
mores elsewhere in today's paper
.

SPARINAN REAL
FARMER'S FRIEND

CITIZENS ASKED
TO DISCUSS PARK

Gill:SCOUTS GET
$680 ON FIRST DAY

$155,686 GIVEN
ASSISTANCE HERE

COOPER CITES HIS UNDERWOOD CLOSES
RECORD OF SERVICE HARDEST CAMPAIGN

tr r-4.141/4
isssaidassuissollaamielm

memspassormosuss..

A-tareaspaansinsamsamsnernassanat...

esslortstion
Livestock
0 Its
These are eat/ the two Major
problems. There are It Myraid Of start in Kentucky ground the
mime anis. Same 01 theelNe46611.. yest IMP when Goo of the first
lands oil, veterans seek* dna conidsontenta of Kentucky-raised
rights, PEIPC.,
we, price and fat doers was Shipped from Lex.
pint controk, and 'shot legisla- ington to New York.
tion — have become increasingly alginificaot as they were used by MARTil
li.01 12NOtbit
one nonsmee or the other in the
campaign
Many years ago we used to hold
up before the eyes of schoolboys
the real poorbility that in this
nation any one of them might beToday that's
President
more of a threat than a desirable

You, Mr. Voter, Are the Magic Statistic That
Will Make The Difference;Vote on Election Day!
The Magic Statistic"
Now watch the statistics fly as the boys
with the adding machines and Ltd' e rules have
a field day, proving that both parties can win
On election day or that neither candidate has a
chance Many of their statements will be based
on the following facts and figures:
1. Only 50 per cent of the people vote_
2. Only 30 per cent of salaried industrial
workers vote.
3. There are more Democratic voters than
there are Republicans.
t Almost any group of Ansericans-housewives, labor union members, service clubs, industrial people, southerners, or northerners,
can sway an election if they get high percentage of the people in their "group" to vote,
all the same way.
5. ?ion-voters can be ciiv.ded as follows:
42 percent are Democrats; 37 percent are Repubhcans: 18 percent call themselves "independents" and 3 percent won't tell anyone_
We could go on and on, but the most important statistic of all — the MAGIC statistic,
the one that will be mentioned- only rarely is
YOU. Political analysts think of you, not as an
ind:vidual, but as a member of a group that
casts a 50 percent vote, that favors one candi-

date Cr another, that lives to a Mate that is
safely Repulkcan or safely Desiotratic_ But
do YOU think of yourself that way?
After all, YOU can't cast a 50 percent vote
—your vote has to be either 100 per cad or'
zero.. When you mark a ballot, it's according
to your personal belief, not according to the
statistics in yesterday's newspaper_
On electon day you can become the most
completely unpredictable statistic of all times
—particularly if you have induced a few other
people to vote who might not have gone to the
polls otherwise_ Them all the statistics, all the
careful predictions, based on the anticipation
of 50 percent vote, go out the window. By getting others to vote, you can determine the vote
in your precinct, county, or even the state, regardiess of what the statistics say.
:
Sound fantastic' Not at all, if you are
joined by a few hundred other anesnbers of
industr-al management Practical politicians
know the power of the individual, but many of
the nationally-known political analysts appear to have forgotten about it Let's demonstrate on November 4th, that one should never
ignore the Magic Statistic — YOU.
----Kentneky Aido Dealers' Asest

Neighboring States
Get Highway Monies

I was removed from office after dealing with
fixers and influence peddlers_
I burned my
bank records, refused to testify about my actvities on grounds of self-incrimination and
was tried twice for fraud against the government Whir my name?
See Page 8 for the answers.

While Kentuckians know little of enforcement of their state's excellent laws governing
highway freighting, newspapers in neighboring states have recently published plenty about efforts of
Highway Police
and other
agenc.es to safeguard the roads and the motorists who pay for them.
The North Carolina Department of Motor
Vehicles reports that in July, 1952, its workers
weighed 36,391 trucks. found 438 in violation
of the state's weight load limit laws, and collected fines of $18,377.15.
The annual report of the Virginia Highway Department for the year ending June 30,
1951, says the state collected in that year $980,000 in fines against over-loaded trucks. A total
of 725,000 trucks were weighed. Virginia has
30 portable scales. Weighing is done by the
State Police. The money collected in fines goes
to schools.
In West Virginia, the Division of Enforcement, State Road Commission, reported that
from July, 1951, to March 31, 1952, it caught
2328 trucks hauling loads in excess of legal
limits and collected
396.074.71 in fines and
costs.
Indiana caught 760 big trucks violating
the weight limits in April, and the Florida Supreme Court has held it is constitutional to
seize trucks for violation of its weight load
limits.
The Ohio Highway Patrol, reporting for
1951, showed 7,703 arrests of truckers for overloading, with $321.238 collected in f nes, onehalf of which went to the highway maintenance fund, the remainder to the city or county
in which the law was broken and the arrest
made.
State Highway officials
throughout the
Nation, aware of the great damage done highways by overload ng boxcars using the roads,
have moved
strongly in recent
months by
greater efforts to enforce laws regulating the
use of highways by freight
trucks, widely
called the worst hazard to the life of any type
highway.

What's my name?
GOP Parlor Game
Here is a timely political version of the old
parlor game, What's My Name?
See if you can guess the names of three
well-known Republicans after reading the
clues below.
- I. I was a RepubliCan Pres?dent of the
United States. I packed the Federal Trade
Commission with friends of big business. I said
I thought members of the FTC were particularly valuable in considering cases with which
they were already acquainted through personal family interests. What's my name?
2. I was a member of a Republican President's Cabinet I was convicted of taking a
$100,000 bribe in connection with the leasing
of government oil reserves. What's my name?
3. I was Attorney General of the United
States under two Republican Administrations:
THE FULTON
Post °Wine Box 445

Seromnette of the Week - Psychiatrist Advises On Sex
Education
(By Robert Odenwald, M. D-)
THE SEX IMPULSE is a normal phenomenon. It causes in ...very growing child a curiosity that demands explanations.
Yet too many parents fail to fulfill their
God-given duty — and privilege — to inculcate in the child a true and wholesome knowledge of the matter. Why? Possibly because on
the one hand sex nature], like intake of food
and other aspects of living. On the other band
it is sacred, concerned with the basic mysteries
of time and eternity.
ADOLkZCIF4NCE is a critical time for
youths, and often their problems are ignored
or depreciated. Grown-ups, caught in the vortex of their own problems, are apt to forget
their own youthful problems — it has been so
king since they had them!
The storms of adolescence come and go,
and no one can exactly anticipate them, least
of all the parents. The wise father and mother,
however, will find chances to have an occasional chat with the adolescent boy or girl_ An
evening stroll or drive, or movies together —
these will furnish the smpathetic parents and
the adolescent boy or girl with opportunities
to discuss such problems. It is on occasions like
these that subjects such as the psychology of
sex and temptations can be tactfully discussed.
SEX INSTRUCTION is the task and the
obligation of the parents. Sometimes parents
who are unable to_give it are at least sensible
enough, when the time comes, to refer the
youngster to a clergyman, to a doctor, or to a
teacher, or some other qualified person. l'his
is only a substitutk, for education should come
primanly from the parents.
B'JT WITH WHOEVER gives the instructiun, the first requirement is the presence of
the atmosphere of religion. "The real reason
for the general break-down of personal morality is not that the
boys and girls do not
know enough about sex matters. They know
too little about God," says an experience juvenile authority. Knowledge is not vitalise. It is
especially by the "use of prayer that children
obtain the self-control necessary ftte.the pra,
tice of chastity. Prayer will do moss to make
a child pure than mere indoctrination on the
facts of the sex life.
SEX EDUCATION is best imparted in an
atmosphere of religion in which recognition is
given to the observance of the moral law.
Sex in itself is beautiful, sublime, sacred
by the touch of God. It can be kept so if it is
appreciated as such by young minds. This is
the touchstone of all education in sex: God,the
Creator of all things, has, in His infinite wisdom, made is creatures or different sex for His
own honor and glory.

Ere you consult fancy, consult your purse.
—Franklin_

COUNTY NEWS
Fulton, Lennie*

H. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WEBYPEEILING,
Editors and Publishers.
A samaber of the Kentoeky Prom Amore/km
A somber et the Fulton County Peres Bureau.
Sobecriptior. Rates $2.50 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States. $3.00 per year.
Entered as second class matte, June 211, Int
at the post offke at Fulton. Kentucky, under
he United States postal act of March, 111711.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There Is. .. nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with arboreal:a to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anommous.
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 31, BM

Economy is half the battle of life; it is not
so hard to earn money as to spend it well.—
Charles H. Spurgeon.
Mere parsimony is not economy. — Edmund Burke.
Governments have no right to engraft into civilization the burlesque of uncivil economick—Mary Baker Eddy.
A sound economy is a sound understanding brought into action.—Hannah More.
The world abhors closeness, and all but
admires extravagance; yet a slack hand shows
weakness., and • tight hand strength—Buxton
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•■••Assel Wei 1ASTI
eated at Danville, tyrned in what
Woo glestalarrossol
sportswriters have termed the
Wm Wilms neigh Irow.
Ilia Mop he aid Ilshoor
biggest football upset of the past
Nem
50 years. Their "Praying Colonatall Ail 11110011$
els", spanned by All-American Bo
McMillan, routed Harvard, the'
Exchange Furniture CO.
nation's number one team, 7 to 0 207 Church
Phone 35
in October 1921.
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Egzezed Seamil
From The Files:
Matte of Vat-dyed and Sanforized Army
Twill—as tough as they come! Seat scun
is DOUBLE-STITCHED; all points of
strain are bar-tacked with heavy-duty
Khaki thread; special waist band (can't
shrink); six "tunnel" belt loops PLUS
re-inforced beck center loop. A great
value at this km price---examme• pais!

44440s9 Badi i. eloca
`144,
25 YEARS AGO (Nov. 11, 11E7):
election was
The city
held
following six
Tuesday and the
candidates were elected for seats
in the council: W. S. Atkins, Joe
Bennett, Paul
DeMyea J. E.
Hannephin, W. P Murrell, and
L. S. Phillips.

Mrs. Lela Thompson and Mins
Lima McAlister were the guests
of Mrs. IAmma Brown, Ministry.
Lacy Lee spent Saturday with
Andrew Robey.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson, and
Mr. and Mrs. IL L Boulton of
Fulton; Mrs. J. E. Elliott and
children of Crutchfield, and Mrs.
C. K Burnett spent Sunday with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Moore.

Mr. and Mrs Harvey Pevritt announce the
birth of a son born
Sunday at their home in the suburbs. He weighed 10% pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Bizzle entertained a number of their relatives and friends at a six o'clock
birthday dinner last Saturday
evening at their home on Central
Avenue.
The guest 1:st included: Mr. and
Mrs. W.0. Bizzle and family; Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Bizzle and daughter, Nell; Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Johnson and am, James Thomas;
Mrs. Mattie Johnson and daughters, Irene ancrettaosei Lois; Mr.
and Mrs. Leland
Adams and
daughter, Louise; and Misses
May and Katheryn Slaughter.
Mrs_ J. H. Blair died Tuesday
morning, November 8, 1927 in the
Mayfield hospital. The body was
brought to Fulton for
burial,
with the Fulton
Undertaking
Company in charge. She was the
widow of J. Hays Blair and had
been a resident of Fulton
for
many years.
She is survived by three chi%
dren: Nathan Blair, Mrs. Frana
Brooks, and Mrs. R. E. Shiley.
Beecher and Guy Finch visited
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm John
at
Martin Sunday.
Dr. Cohn and Dr. Wright of
Fulton brought Dr. Rivers of Paducah out to see Jesse Moore last
week. Jesse is getting along nicely and will likely not be necessary
to operate.
Guy W. Finch had a slight operation Saturday. An infected
gland was cut from the lower lid
of his right eye by Dr. Crafton,
who thinks it will soon be well
again.
Mrs. Henry Hinkley is visiting
her brother, W. It
Finch and
family this week.

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Latta and
family spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Jewell at Spring
Hill_
Milton Hodges is visiting his
brother, H. H. Hodges and family, for a few days, enroute to
Florida. where he will spend the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Meer* arrived from Detroit, Sunday atternoan for a visit with thek parents, Mr. and Mn. J. P. Moore
and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bowers and
family spent Sunday
afternoon
with Mr. and Mrs. D. H. White.
Mrs. George Sams spent last
week with her daughter, Mrs. 0.
C. Wolberton.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Martin and
family and Mesdames J. M. Martin and Sid Haworth of Bardwell
spent Thursday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Cleveland Bard_
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Roberts
and family and Miss Ruth Done-,
ho. spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. ILL Putman.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Walker and
family spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Kyles.
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Mr. and Mrs. Harold Morgan
are spending a few days with his
mother, Mrs. Lon Morgan.
Miss Pauline Humphreys spent
Saturday night with
Miss Altia
Morgan.
Orville Coltharp and son, Marvin, spent Saturday night and
Sunday with his daughter, Mrs.
Carl Robey.

LET OUR

KU

Dick Oberlin:

•144414als dissowalions
This political campaign has alFirst, two major problems. In
most reached its end and it's a the next
four years it is almost
good thing for all of us. On sec- inevitable
that we
will
have
ond thought, not just us, but a either
(1) another world war, or,
good thing for the world of free (2)
another serious
depression.
nations, too.
General
Eisenhower should be
It is rather doubtful that the more able to handle
the first
free world
which
depends so possibility and Governor Stevenmuch for strength, courage, as- son the second.
sistance and
leadership on the
Wouldn't it be a nice gesture of
United States, could
stand very intelligence, genuine
concern for
much more wear and tear on its
the national welfare, and
efnerves.
fort to make our nation real
strong
It has been a dirty, mud-sling- and free if one man
or the other
ing effort by both political part- called on the defeated
nominee to
ies. There has been a lot more handle a matter the
other man
discussion of
personalities, sly should be better able to take care
and vicious innuendo and infer- of?
ence, more twisting, disortbig and
In other words, if Ike is elected
torturing of the truth—on both
and
we
have a depression,
sides—than the law should allow.
wouldn't it be something if he
This will not make the efforts called on Adlai to
try to solve the
of the new president, no matter economic problems?
Or if Stevwhether he is General Eisenhow- enson is elected and
we have war,
er or Governor Stevenson, any wouldn't he prove
both his inteleasier. It is bound to make his ligence and his
concern for the
job a lot more difficult
nation if he rode rough-shod over
And what sort of problem will party lines and
asked Eisenhower
the new President face?
to lead our military fortes?

•
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Dazzling white sheets and pillow
slips .... laundered to an unbelievable
whiteness and finished to a perfection
that can only be attained by
experienced laundereres. Try us today,
call 14
for pick-up.

—TELEPHONE 14—
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morning there
were her traps have your last year's
A 300-member pipeline crew— , and north of here. It will enable
work
minus the cheese. So I took the that you made your gardenshoes
one of four such groups working Texas Gas to inaugurate service
The
sharp,
and
unexpe
cted
increa
se emergency with all of its resourSouth
Fulton. in polio
mowed
feverishly to complete as much to Fulton and
traps
and
the grass in add to the
filed the hickey down
cases this past summer ces. Medical care is
available for
sum
as possibk of 408 miles of new Starting point for the new line is has made urgent early
total
and
EAT.
that catches 'em around the neck,
organize- afl patients, with financial assistending tion to
pipeline for Texas Gas Trans- Bastrop, La., ind the
—Bill of Harris Fork.
so she set 'em again last nite and
insure
that the
next ance provided for those needing
mission Corporation before win- point is Louisville.
this a. m. there were the traps
March
When the entire $33,758,000 job greate of Dimes drive will be the such aid. Drain on chapter funds, I believe it was Moon
ter sets in inearnest—has reached
Mullins, minus the cheese. Not only that
it in history, Ira
Kane,
Andy Gump or somebody that but they made away
the Union City area, and is push- is completed, the Texas Gas pipe- County Director declared today. however, is terriffic.
with one of
"Plans therefore have been made the
line system will have grown to
ing on toward Fulton.
historic crack that, the traps. Wonder
Returning from a regional pre- made to recruit
what they
the greate
3,000
The 26-inch diameter pipe for will miles. Alof the new line campaign
meeting of March of of workers ever enroll st force "whoever would make a mouse wanted with that trap is What I
loop sectio
ed in the trap that would catch mice
the have been pondering. Mires are
which,some members of the con- 'sting 26-inc ns of the now-ex- Dimes chairmen, directors
and March of Dimes, so that the drive
h line Texas
public would beat a path to his too smart for me.
Choose your Druggist as you
Gas workers held in Memphis, Tenn., from Janua
struction crew have been cleari
ry 2 through January door".
ng built in 1949 and 1950 from East Mr. Kane
choose your Doctor - wisely.
said:
and grading the right-of-way for Texas to
Recipe for a Water
31
will
raise
the
Valley
added
,
Middle
funds
town,
Ohio,
and
The purity and quality of any
Well, I don't know anything a- slumgullion and it is good.
some time, and for
"We heard both good news and which must be contributed
which the for which it built a new
this bout that path
26-inch
business but if
One small potato—diced', One product is the honesty and inlateral section froth South Louis- bad news at the meeting. A stag- year. We must continue to care they
tegrity of its maker. That is
have succeeded I would be small onion
gering total of around 4,000 new for the thousands and thousa
lane to Bastrop last year.
diced;
nds
cases a week at summer's end of victims who have know the glad to look 'em up and buy
a
Some cabbage cut fine; One to- your prescription for your well
Also being installed this year piled up
couple
of his traps. We have been mato cut up;
being-and our way of telling
a burdensome total. Al- tragedy of infantile paralysis and
FOR
is a new compressor station at though
you that our Pharmacy is your
the number, there are in- at the same time pursue the now- bothered by three or four of the
Hand full
Houghton, La., and
two safeguard for
nerviest mices who come from handfuls of rolled oats;
additional dications 1952 will have from 50, promising search
valuable dependfor polio pre- nowhe
Noodles;
compressor
engines at several 000 to 53,000 cases of polio
re and look at us aorta
Couple small
far ex- ventive." •
pieces of steak able, honest prescriptior. servother stations, including the ones ceeding
wonder
ingly
just
ice.
as tho
Think twice about this
the recordbreaking year
we from a T-Bone and the suet;
at Kenton, Tenn., and
didn't belong. So my roommate
Calvert of 1949.
when you next have a prescripHandful of
rice
preferably
City. When the new compressor "The Nation
bought
four
so-cal
led
traps
tion
and cooked first;
filled. Think twice about
station addition and new pipeline Infantile Paralyal Foundation for
set 'em most every nite and next
your Druggist just as you
sis is meeting the
Couple handfuls of Spaghe
are completed, Texas Gas Transdo
Some Garlic—couple of buds; tti, your Doctor. Over 386,70
2 Premission Corp., which has headMemph
is
Salt,
are
the
script
Pepper, Celery seed—red
proud parents
ions filled in this Drug
quarters at Owensboro, will be of the enlarged Texas Gas sysInfections were held recently at of a seven pound, seven ounce pepper;
Store to date.
cubic
enabled to transport 240 million tem will be 950 million
baby
boy
Cover
Dannie
Murra
with
,
y
born
State
feet
Monday,
daily.
College to choose
water and cook
cubic fleet more of gas daily from
CITY DRUG CO.
The
the
1952-1953 October 20, 1952 at the Methodist over a slow fire till well done;
construction all. officers for
the Louisiana and
Texas gas projec Texas Gas
C. H. McDaniel,
Hospit
And
al.
school
don't
year.
let
burn
locati
t
like you are
on near Fulton
fields than it does now to more
is
Tom Maddox.
in the habit of doing. Then
SEE
Officers of the senior class It's a Girl!
if you
than 30 distributing utilities in southeast and east of the city.
chosen at the
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Elliott, are
election
were:
Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi,
David Carman from Mayfield, the proud parents of a baby girl, Moot Complete Stock
Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois,
Ky., president; Jerry Rose from Janice Kaye, born October 24,
In West Kentucky
Indiana, and Ohio. The capacity
Benton, Ky., vice-president; Bet- 1952, at the Jones Hospital.
ty Jett from Paducah, Ky., secretary; and Eddy Ellegood from
—00 TO CHURCH SUSIMV—
1Hearing Aid Batteries
Southern Bell announces the Mayfield, Ky treasurer
Complete Line
Junior class officers are: Eddie
Install
ation
of
night
depository Moore from
For all makes of hearing akin!
Nashville, Tenn.,
Visit oar Hearing KM Depart fo rthe payment of accounts when president; Tom Sublette
207 Marsh St.
Phone St
from
the office is closed.
meat at your Host opportunity.
Fulton, Ky., vice-president; Mary
C. Ei Hughes, manager, announ- F. Wolfe from
Mercer
, Tenn.,
Complete Stocks
ced this week, that it will be pos- treasurer;
CITY DRUG CO.
and Martha
Sawyer
sible for anyone finding it diffi- from Hickor
4118 Lake Street
Phone 7S
y, Ky., secretary.
cult to get to the business office
Sophomore officers for the
during the regular business hours 1952-1953
school year are: Don
or those desiring to pay their bill Hughes from
Murray, Ky., presiafter 5 p. m., Monday through dent; Bill
Maynard from Elkton,
Sot M. Porte.N.
Friday, or on Saturday, Sunday Ky., vice-p
Maytag dose ell
resident; Lewis Brador holidays, when the office is ley from
.work, See I
West Palm Beach, Fla.,
SPSI
closed, to come to the business of- secretary;
1271"
and Bobby
Phillip
s
fice
where the night depository from Union
with harness of leather,
City, Tenn., treasurer. BENNETT
THROW AWAY That
has been installed. Special enveELECTRIC
elaaticolltrtaruss
Freshman class officers
are:
217 Main
IT'S HERE) — l'HE SENS.kTIOML NEW INVENTION
lopes are provided for the con- Joe
Fulton
46Lake 3t. Fulton,Ky. P4torie 93
Wilson
from
Murray, Ky.,
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
venience of the
customers. All president; Marilyn
Neal
from PaApproved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
that is necessary, is that the en- ducah,
Ky., vice-president; Mimi
greatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
elope be filled in
showing the Reid from Paducah,
Ky., secreClean — No Odors — Featherweight
name, telephone number, and the tary;
and LaNeil
Powell from
amoun
Of
t
money
enclos
ed
with
Friendship, Tenn., treasurer.
Phone 71-47.3
the statement sent the customer.
Chosen at the same election
408 Lake Street
A receipt will be mailed for the were
freshman
sophomore
t. Fulisa Bank
amount
received the following representatives and
Fulton, Ky.
to the
Student
business day.
Council. They
are
freshmen,
Ruth Douglas from
Lone Oak,
Ky., and Gene Barlow from Mayfield, Ky., and sophomore
Jay
Hodges from Newburgh, N. Y.,
and Jim Hamilton from Calvert
City, Ky.
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BILL PAYING MADE
EASIER BY BELL

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO

RUPTURE

For Fine Liquors

Why is Eve

CI
Next TY DRUG CON

Voting for

Sawyers Market

BIRTHS

234 EAST FOURTH STREET

PHONE

Prompt service!
Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door...
. in all kinds of weather. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

FOR THE BEST IN HEATERS
offering you safe, steady, clean heat get a
KING - 0 - HEAT CIRCULATOR
Check These Comfort Giving Money Saving
Advantages For Yourself
1. Beautiful enamel finish, easy to keep sparkling clean.
2. Fast, controlable heat, holds fire over night.
3. Large combustion chamber, burns gases —
produces more heat from every lump of coal
4. Specially designed interchangeable all fire
brick lining.
5. Manifold distributor. Air at top of brick
line, giving maximum combustion.
6. Built-in coal chute and smokescreen makes
firing easier and reduces smoke to a minimum.
7. Front swing top, feed door provides easy
fueling.
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will Hold Stove Until You Are Ready For It.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.Fulton

k's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sensing are
the proud
parents of an eight
pound, fourteen ounce son, Jeffrey Don, born Wednesday, October 22, 1952 at the Jones Hospital.
It's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Drueding of
Bangor, Maine, are the proud
parents of a baby son, Michael,
born on Sept. 29, 1952, at the
Dyer Field Hospital in Bangor.
Mrs. Drueding is the daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. C H. Warren.
It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones are
the proud parents of a baby girl,
Carolyn, born October 24, 1952 at
the Jones Hospital.
It's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Finch of

Griesedieck

Griesedieo
Bros.

Bros.

BEER
PREMIUM LIGHT LAGER
INUSSIDIECK BROS. SIMMS CO., ST,

LOUIS 4, MO.

Cut operating costs, lengthen truck life-buy Dodge!
To give you top economy, every unit of a Dodge
*Job-Rated" truck is designed.pnd built to last.
Take hydraulic brakes, for example. They're
extra
big, with long-lasting Cycisbond linings. Brake
pistons are anodized to resist rusting and pitting.
Savo time and money with easy-handling, maneu
verable Dodge tnucksl Short wheelbase and wide
front tread mean less time in turning, parking,
jockeying into loading position.
Less time loading and unloading, too—thanks
to
low loading height, hinged center section on
large
stake bodies.
There's a dependable Dodge "Job-Rated" truck
to fit
year job. Stop by today.

"Our maintenance costs
have been unusually low"
says R.0.DARBYSHIRE,5.0. Darbysliire Steel

Co.El Paso,Auras

"The fine performance of all of our Dodge
years has proved to us that Dodge truckss over the
are truly
'Job-Rated to fit each specific need. All
of
like the way our Dodges handle, too. Theour drivers
trucks are
highly maneuverable . . turn short
and
fortable to drive. Our maintenance costs are comhave
been
unusually low and we have had a
minimum of mechanical trouble."

Economical Engln•s—Powerful, high-compres
Dodge truck engines are designed for outsta sion
nding
economy and long life. You get exhaus
t valve Neat
Inserts, lightweight aluminum-alloy pistons
, 4 piston
rings per piston with chrome-plated top ring.
Durable Chassis—Every Dodge truck
sturdy frame of hot-rolled, lugh-carbon has a deep,
steel. Long
springs are made of special alloy
steel for strength and
resilience. Rear aide shafts are shot-p
eened
for added
durability.
Dependable Operation—For all-season,
all-weather
reliability you get moiatureproof ignitio
n, high-torque
capacity starting motor, big capaci
ty
radiato
r for
adequate cooling, positive-pressu
by-pass for water recirculation. re lubrication and

rag us/odor kr the 6o_ste 6uy
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ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY

207 Church Street

203 Fourth Street
Fulton, Ky.
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party and had a very enjoyable
time and all left wishing Shirley
Dean many more Happy Birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Keeppel ofWheaten, Illinois visited
her mot er, Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
and her S4ster, Mrs. John Oberg
and husb d of Milan over the
week-end.
Wilson is visiting
Mrs. Ann
her daughter, Mrs. L. T. Caldwel:
Several from this surrounding
vicinity attended the
Ringling
Bros., Barnum and Bailey Circus
at Jackson la:It Tuesday night.
The many friends of Mrs. Junior Sallee (nee Frances Welch)
of Memphis
wish
her a very
speedy recovery from her recent
operation.
Mr. and Wks. Paul Long and
daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. James
Willhauck and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Harris, Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
Kimberlin, Mrs. Guy Harris and
Mrs. Ocie Moss and son,
Joe
Carroll, attended the Blackwood
Brothers Quartet and Statesman
Quartet singing at Fulton
last
week.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Jolson
and daughter, Judy, of St. Louis,
Mo.,
spent last week-end with
'•" CMr. and Mrs. Guy Johnson.
I CitON'T REKANIZE
Hugh Mac
Sloan of Fulton
IN CIVILIAN
spent the week-end with
his
grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Charley Sloan and Frances.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson were
in Memphis, Wednesday
and
Thursday of last
week.
Mrs.
Simpson had a check-up and is
doing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mosely and
Eddie spent the week-end with
relatives in St. Louis.
Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Powell
spent several days last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Powell and
family near Fulton.
Misses Helen and Mary
Ann
Simpson, Mrs. J. C. Menees and
Bill Bradberry of Clinton spent
the week-end at a cabin in the
Ozark Mountains.
Mr. Edgar Campbell, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Campbell have returned to their home in
.
Blythe
and Arcadia, Calif., after a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Alner Campbell.
Mrs..Cecil Baker and daughter,
Cecelia of
Memphis spent the
week-end
with Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade and other relatives.
James Howard Cruce of Martin
is visiting his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
Rev. Frank 'Daniels is in Bar4•1;
401! •
bannville,
Ky.,
attending an
evangelistic mission.
Mrs. Frank paniels and children, Louise and Don were the
ft,
..W•0110,
0•11
week-end visitors of her father,
Mr. Silas Hawkins in
Gleason,
Tenn.
Miss Betty Schwerdt, a senior, piano, accordion, and "sweet poOATYSTINE
NEWS
piano selec- tato."
Miss
Diane
Hammonds of
rendered beautiful
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
tions preceding the meeting.
Union City, Tenn., spent the
Hickman High welcomes two
The South Fulton Red Devils new students, Louise and
RayMr. and Mrs. Charles Bondur- week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Irby
played Tiptonville last Friday at mond Kiphart. Louise is a Senior ; ant of Chicago visited his grand- Hammonds and Mozelle.
Tiptonville. The captains for the and
The society of Christian ServRaymond is a Freshman. father, Ed Thompson and Mr. and
game were Joe
Strange
and Their father, Rev. Maurice Kip- Mn. Robert Thompson last week. ice had their week of prayer last
Virgil Covington.
hart, is pastor of the First Christ- They left Thursday for Arizona. week.
Mrs. Ida Edmiston and daughian Church here. They recently. Mrs. Clarence
Caldwell was
moved to Hickman from Evarts, honored
Monday night on her ters, Mrs. Ernest Temple and
Terry Norman School Kentucky.
Mrs.
James
Wilber of Electric
birthday with a pleasant supper
WindowsINISSMININ
News
Governor Lawrence Wetherby given by Mrs. Claud Nelson
at Mills, Miss., visited Mr. and Mrs.
The fourth grade is enjoying spoke at the
Bob Powell last week.
Hickman
High ,1 Dukedom.
their stucty of Holland and fa- School
Auditorium Thursday, I Milton
Wade of Colorado
mous Dutch painters. They are October 23, at 2:30 p. m. His sub- I Cprings, Colo., is spending a few
McCONNELL
also studying a fish as a science ject was
"Our
Government". I days with relatives in this comproject.
Among the other
distinguished j munity.
Bro. Wyatt Hall of Tiptonville,
Donnie McKnight went to Ken- visitors were Jennings
Kearby
Verhine of
Memphis Tenn., conducted the Sunday
Janet
tucky Lake on Sunday for fishing and William
Curlin, a former
her morning and evening services at
spent the week-end with
resident of Hickman.
and hunting.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Ver- the Church of Christ on Sunday,
, October 26th. Bro. Stockard of
We have three new students
hine.
IMartin will deliver the Sunday
DEN ONE CUBS MEET
who are: Larry Don Joyner, 5th
Mrs. William McClanahan at- morning and evening messages on ,
grade, and his
brother, Terry
Den One Cubs 'net at the home tended the Stokes-Jolley wedding
Sunday, November 2nd. These I
Joyner, second grade. They are of our den mother, Mrs. E. E.
in Memphif last Friday.
services are held at 11:00 a. m.]
from Kevil, Ky. We also have Williamson, last thiltsday afterand
Mesdames
Bertha
Nugent
and 7:00 p. in. and the public is
Mary Lois 'Tynes, 2nd grade, and noon, October 23. Denner Wayne
Browder
visited
Mr.
and
Mary
cordially invited to attend.
her brother, Marvin Tynes, 1st Anderson conducted the meeting.
Rupert
Browder
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Paris, Tenn.,
Bro. Penick of
grade, fibm Beelerton, Ky.
We opened the meeting and Roand Mrs. Morgan Davidson Sun- conducted the
Sunday morning
The fifth and sixth grades are land Carter led the group in the
day afternoon.
and evening messages at the Bapenjoying a discussion of
Bible pledge.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown and tist Church. Preaching services
stories each day led by Jeannie
Denner
Anderson called the
Davis.
roll and collected the dues. We Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt spent are held on the 1st and 3rd Sundays of each month at 11::00 a.
; Susan McDade, Patsy Smith, of answered roll call with the name Sunday at Columbus Park.
Mrs. Hillman Collier and chil- m. and 7:30 p. m. The public is
I the 5th grade, and Brenda Jones, of an adventurer. We discussed
I of the 6th grade, were initiated plans for our Cub Scout Carnival dren, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bowers invited to attend any or all of
drove to Columbus Park Sunday these services. •
j into the Girl Scouts organization next Thursday night.
Bible
study is
held at the
Monday afternoon.
After
insepction, the meeting afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard and Church of Christ on Wednesday
Joan Carter, Lynn Craven and was closed by forming the living
Edd Cole are absent because of circle and repeating the
Cub Mrs. H. M. Browder spent Tues- evenings at 7:30.
Mid-Week services are held at•
day in Paducah, where Mr. Bard
illness.
Scout Promise.
the Baptist Church on Thursday
Wayne Anderson furnished re- was on Federal Jury.
Reporters:
—Donnie McKnight
freshments.
One hundred and
sixty-five evenings at 7:30.
Mr. Billy Joe McCord returned
—Donald Ray
—By Roland Carter, Reporter Farm Bureau members and their
—Evelyn J. Davis,
families enjoyed a barbecue sup- home Monday, after having been i
from the
Weakley ,
(6th grade)
MILTON SCHOOL NEWS
the dismissed
per last Thursday night at
County Hospital, Martin, where
(Earl Lee Gordon, Reporter)
Community Center. The Palestine
Two weeks ago the
radiators Homemakers served. After sup- he underwent an appendectomy.
HICKMAN HIGH NEWS
Mrs. Ode Lee Panel entertainfor the rest rooms came. There is per a nice program was enjoyed.
Senior News
ed with a birthday party
last
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Graham
The Senior Class presented a one installed in the entrance hall.
week for their daughter, Shirley
second performance of their Min- The students of Milton were out spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Dean, who
was
nine
years
of
age.
Fred Cloys at their cottage at
strel Show Friday night, October of school last week.
Several youngsters attended the
The weather was too cold for the Kentucky Lake.
24, at Graves school.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder
The Seniors
wish to express school without heat. We returned
Mrs.
Rupert
their sympathy to a fellow mem- to the school, Monday, October visited Mr. and
ber, Terry Neal Cashion, whose 27. Our teachers said that if it Browder Sunday afternoon.
colder, the
students
Tuesday supper guests of Mr.
grandfather, Mr. Harry
Davis gets any
would have to go to the church and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell were Mr.
passed away recently.
for school. Our teachers told the and Mrs. Fred Jolley and chilstudents that they had to come to dren, Susan and Lad.
Junior High News
school
on Saturdays in order to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard visited
The eighth grade elected room
mothers recently. Room mother make up for the time lost when Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Alexander
out
of
school.
near
Mt. Pelia, Tenn., Sunday
for 8-1 is Mrs. Gaither Glover and
We are hoping we'll have
a afternoon.
the 8-3 room mother is Mrs. GorHalloween party.
Sympathy goes out from this
don Ramsay.
community to Mrs. C. B. Caldwell
All of the Junior High classes
Miss Susan Adams, of Jackson, and Mrs. Louis Thompson of the
have been working hard for their
brother,
• candidates for Miss J. H. S. The Tenn., spent the week-end with sudden death of their
seven-two class has been selling her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Carlos Grissom in the I. C. hospital in Paducah.
pencils. They also sold chances Adams.
on a cake which was given away
Tuesday morning. Eight-one class
has been
selling
home-made
candy for their candidate, Phyllis
Kelly.
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Dear Jo:
by
Well Wednesday we got our re- Artie Owens and Joan McKinney
port cards and all last week we
The football boys elected Ann
weeks' tests so kids Bowen as their Queen for 1952-59.
took six
around Carr Institute were very The attendants were Lindy Lou
busy last week.
Hedge and Sherry Owens. The
This haw not go too well with boys are proud of their selections.
grammar school news but TuesThe F. H. A. girls had their inday the Intermediate and Senior ititation Monday night October
Methodist Youth Fellowship pre- 20, in the Home Re. room. Alter
sented the Fulton High School a the initiation supper was served
Revised Standard Version of the consisting of hamburgers, potato
Bible in an impressive program chips, slaw,
pickles, and cold
which Junior High and the High drinks.
School attended.
The girls then
went into the
Last Friday we had two picture
impressive
candle light service
shows and I might add that it has
for the new girls to be recognized
been decided that we will have a
Home-Makers
of
at
Future
picture'show every Friday._
America. 42 girls attended. The
Akio last Friday, 7-2 presented
advisor, Mrs. J. T. Guill, chapter
by
a play, "The Snow Witch"
Mother, Mrs. Hillman Collier and
Constance D'arey Marcoy. Anne a
guest Miss Jane Meacham.
Fall starred as Marina Mackin.:
Mr. Burrow gave the football
McDade, Bud
off with Millie
White, Diane Wright and me in boys a steak supper October 16 at
the cast. The play was presented the Derby Cafe. The boys had a
wondering
again in Mr. Cowan's home room nice time, and are
when they
can have
another.
on Monday.
They
all
like
steak
now.
On October 14, the Junior High
The Rotary Club of Fulton and
Mayfiled
football team played
here. The final score was 19 to 6 South Fulton honors a different
Senior
boy every Tuesday at the
in favor of Mayfield. Next Tuesday we play Trigg County here. Rose Room in Smith's Cafe, with
Well, that's about all the news a dinner.
around Carr Institute.
This is a great opportunity for
Your friend,
the boys to become
acquainted
Ella Doyle.
with the business men of Fulton.
The 4-H clubs met this ThursMiss Anne Latta, student at the day with Mr. J. T. Guill to plan
University of Kentucky spent the this y-ar's work and to elect ofweek-end with her parents, Mr. ficers for the coming ,year.'
and Mrs. Gilson Latta.
The thirteenth District Annual
Conference of the Tennessee Congress of Parents and
Teachers,
Inc.,'met at South Fulton
High
Leading Brands in Popular, Rail- school on Tuesday, October 21.
gious, Hillbilly, Rhythm, Blues. The theme being "Cooperation"
was carried out.
Two hundred and fifty women
CITY ELECTRIC
from all over West Tennessee at205 Commercial
Phone 401
tended this meeting.

LATEST RECORDS

Friday, Oct. 31, 1952

ORPHEUM
BIG HALLOWEEN
SPOOK SHOW—
FRIDAY NIGHT11 P. M.

"DEAD MEN'S
EYES"
—with—
LON CHANEY
JEAN PARKER

SEE OUR SELECTION OF

COATS 29.98 TO 59.98

1

MICK!
*mit*
ACHES PAINS

PAUL KELLY

Friday and Saturday
Double Feature

owl
ton
otpsoon
But Tim's
six-guits seek
out the
culprits!

—AND—

STELITA

10.31 Of PAN 410•iCf,

—PLUS—
Serial: "Mysterious Island"

STIFFNESS

Have you been shopping at Forrester's yet?

The student body and faculty
were
assembled
Wednesday
morning, October 22, for a chapel
program conducted by Rev. J. E.
Williamson, pastor of the Church
of God. Rev. Williamson introduced Rev. and Mrs. Vern Guttenfelder, musicians and singers,
from Sikeston, Mo., who rendered a musical
program on the

Youthcraft puts more sense in your fashion dollar with a two-way of soft-hearted iridescent
nubbed curl. Wear it contour-belted or boxy...
wear it over everything you own! In seconds,
the Cinch-A-Bout feature shapes free-flowing
fullness to a butter-smooth fit for your figure.
Color-lovely in Blue, Red, Gold, or Green. Sizse
7 to 17.
Lined with Milium.

mappiiOpen A

How To Relieve

Bronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
It goes Into the bronchial system to
halo loosen and expel germ kdes
, phlegm and aid nature to soothe end
1 Mel raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Ouaranteed to please yos
or maw refunded. Creomunion bas
stood the test of millions of users.

Budget Account
...MN EREOM

urimON

Self Service - Just Serve Yourself.
Best Brands - Top Names, All Lines
Most Modern Stocks -Brand New!
Forrester's is conveniently located in downtown Fulton on Main Street . . . right across
from Bennett's Drug Store. Make Forrester's

your regular shopping stop for all of the little
things you need!

Forrester's5810cStore
111.1IN STREET, NEXT TO FORRESTERM SHOE SHOE'

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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—WITH—
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JODY LAWRENCE

The Fulton News

Friday, Oct. 31, 1952 Charles Moon Elected
To Angus Association

increase in the daily basic wages
of coal miners
from $18.35 to
$18.25 a day.
Since insurance
rates are based on the payrolls of
the companies, the new wage
rates would have ,yielded more
than was necessary to meet expected losses. Consequently the
new wage smiles brought a percentage reduction in rates.

CHARLES M.STIRLING,ROUTE 4,WITNESSES
DRAMATICSEA ADVENTURE ON USS TANNER

Charles M. Moon of
Fulton,
Kentucky, has been elected
to
membership in
the
American
Aberdeen-Angus Breeders' Association at
Chicago, announces
"Collision! Collision! Collision now only a few days behind. It Secretary Frank Richards.
ARMORY APPROVED
in the after engine room!" While was up to the Tanner to chart a
Mr. Moon was one of the five
Governor Wetherby announced
these words echoed
throughout safe course;
and it was up to purebred
Aberdeen-Angus breed- plans for construction Of a new
the hydrographic survey ship those on the Tanner to protect her
.
INCREASE ALLOWED
ers elected from Kentucky during two-unit armory at Paducah
to
USS Tanner, Charles M. Stirling, safety.
The Kentucky Public Service
the
past
month
to membership in cost $185,000. The State furnishes
fireman, USN, son of Mrs. Nora
The ice pack finally became so
Commission allowed the Frank$46,250 of the
necessary funds fort
Stirling of Route 4, Fulton, Ky., heavy the Tanner was locekd in the organization.
Natural Gas Company and
and the
federal
government Limestone
went to battle stations, expecting, a heaving, growling mass of ice.
Gas Company—serv$138,750. The armory was deemed
and ready for, the worst.
She was riding broadside to the
DETROIT NEWS
ing Frankfort, Versailles, Midnecessary because of its role in
Mrs. Claud Fields
The ship had been trying for swell, awkward in
way,
the sea's
Paris
and
Maysville — rate
the defense effort. Paducah also
two days with the icebreaker USS trough. The only answer was a
(Too Late for Last Week)
increases, but did not grant the
is
the
site
the
of
Atomic
Energy
Mr. and Mrs. Covene Hastings
Atka to penetrate the ice pack on tow from the ice breaker. A line
original requests.
the northern
Labrador
coast, was passed, secured, and the Tan- and daughter, Carol are leaving Commission's $1,00,000,000 plant.
The Frankfort Company sought
seeking a safe
route for cargo ner swung around out of danger, this week for Kentucky.
RATES REDUCED
an increase of $117,000 a year and
ships about to carry stores to ad- heading into the wind. And then
Miss Mable Parrott is with her
Commissioner
of Insurance was allowed $88,700, while, the
vance bases. Not only ice, but the line parted. Once more both niece, Mrs. H. C. Neale. She is
time was closing in with its short crews went through the cold, ex- slowly improving. They were in a Spalding Southall announced a Limestone Company sought $63,season when northern waters are hausting, maneuver of rigging car accident in August, enroute percentage reduction in coal mine 561 and was allowed $58,185. The
workmen's compensation insur- companies — already colItictirig
still navigable. Cargo ships were for tow.
home from Kentucky. They were ance rates—incid
ent to the recent the higher rates — were directed
hurt
very bad at the time and we
Just as the second line
was
nearly connected, a tremendous are glad they are home and impiece of blue ice surged into the proving now.
Tanner's side. Tons of freezing
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Taylor are
water gushed in. This was when. vacationing in Kentucky for two
the alarm was sounded and the weeks.
, 11-1EIRE 15 SOME1i4ING
Tanner's crew
went to
work.
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Wooten are
I3EAU1IFUL ABOUT EVERY- Each man had a station; he knew spending their vacation
in Kenhow to ge there and what to do. tucky.
1111`14,
-7'NATI5, IF YOU
As a result, it was only a matter
Mrs.
John
Latta
LOOKING
of
Water
FOR
Et
ValARE
of minutes before the word was ley, Kentucky is
visiting her
passed that
temporary repairs children in Detroit.
had been affected and the floodWe are sorry to hear of Mrs.
ing was under control.
Margaret Adylott being seriously
The Tanner received four more ill. Her daughter, Mrs. Effie Boholes from the surging ice with- mar and
granddaughter, Theda
in the next hour, none as serious Rose, of Detroit are attending
her
as the first. When the cargo ships bedside. We wish her a speedy
finally arrived, the Tanner was recovery. `
Mr. and Mrs. Russell House of
Detroit are the proud parents of

to refund the difference to their Aitken• for pupils during that percustomers.
iod.
FOUIETEMUt CUED
The Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board cited fourteen licenses for
violations of the liquor
control
act, including license
holders
Louisville,
from
Frankfort,
Middlesboro, New
Haven, and
Lebanon on charges of Sunday
sales, gambling, and keeping disorderly premises.
EXAMINATIONS REPORTED
E. B. Whalin, director of health
and physical
education in the
State Department of Education,
reported that 512,090 of the 560,000 children in Kentucky public
schools have been given physical
examinations in the past four
years under the State health and
physical-education code, but that
three county districts — Casey,
Clay and Edmonson — have failed to report any physical examin-

JUDGEMENTS TAKEN
The State Unemployment Insurance Division
took default
judgments
totaling
$47,599,23
against ninety-nine employers in
Franklin Circuit Court for sums
due the State Unemployment
Trust account. Penalties and interest also will, be added to the

HI
WI

ALLOCATION MADE
Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby
allocated $16,730 from his emergency fund to facilitate the work
of the State Board of Registration
and Purgation and to establish
machinery for the proper removal
of names of those who no longer
belong there. Meanwhile, the Attorney General's office ruled that
any voter whose name was removed from the voter rolls had
five days in which to appeal the
order to the County Court.

th
he

UNCLE HANK SEZ:

Prompt repair service on ANY
make of radio at City Electric:
Large stocks of tubes, transformers, speakers and other essential parts ab rays on hand.
Bring us your radios to be repaired.

MARTIN -SENOUR
MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT

(ITY ELECTRICa'
SALES
SERVICE
401-2o5c0mmozot1 AVE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME, INC.
PHONE-7—PHONE
Paul Hornbeak and P. C. Jones, the only LICENSED embalmers in Fulton who are connected with a Funeral home.
Mrs. Yates, Lady Assistant.
CONTRACT MEMBER OF KENTUCKY FUNERAL
DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSOCIATION.
—AMBULANCE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME—

daughter, Frankie Borders, spent
Saturday night and Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Fields and
Bobby.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Adams and
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. J.
E.
Coplen and
daughter, Mr: and
Mrs. Robert Bell and son visited
Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Fields and
Bobby, Sunday evening.
Mrs. Emma Grissom has
returned to Detroit after visiting
in Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cowell are
returning to Detroit to live.
Bobby
Fields
received his
questionnaire of
the. Selective
Service October 15, which was also his parents,
Mr. and
Mrs.
Claud Fields wedding anniversary, and was it a sad day for
them.
Mr. Claud Fields, Bobby Fields,
Mr. J. E. Coplen and wife, Jessie
and Mr. Robert
James
went
pheasant hunting, October 20th.
We wish them the best of luck.

Washi

Enjoy
dinner
in the
atmospl
modern
room.

able to furnish them with charts
of the dangerous areas and navigable channels
through
which
they might squeeze to deliver
their stores.

Texas A

Let your neighborhood Ashland dealer get your car
set for cold weather. He has your feorite type of
anti-freeze; also free-flowing, winter-grade Valvoline,the world's.first motor oil...ancrA_ shlanel Flying
Octanes,the catalytic gasoline with controlled volatility for split-second starting.

Come Rd. It Through Its Paces!

Tennessee

Get Winter Changeover Service
At Dealers Below

Bpoeificatiom and Equipment subject to dump oillaori median.

IMO to Its Surging V-Eight Power!

Now 140-h. p.
Red Rem V-Eight

"Y

ELDON TOON

Church and Main Streets; Fulton

VISIT YOUR DODGE DEALER TODAY

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY • 209 FOURTH STREET

BL
207 E

Right now, at your Dodge dealer's, there's•
sleek Power Packed Beauty that is just waiting
for you to get behind the wheel and take a
"Road Test" ride. Come drive it today?
You'll discover a new kind of car, built for
action and tailored to the needs of active,
on-the-go Americans. It will open your eyes.

Nudge the accelerator,
and feel the eager
response of the most
efficient engine design
in any American earl
This new 140-h.p. Red
Ram V-Eight is alive
with power. It makes
you the master of hill
and highway.

TRA
ANE
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E. D. CARROLL
Route 1, Fulton

OLLIE PINEGAR

606 West State Line; Fulton

B. L. AUSTIN
Highway 45, North

THOMAS LATHAM
141 Paschall Street; Fulton

Notre Dan
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FOR COMMERCIAL AN
D FARM USE
We serve Fulton, Hickman,
Graves, Weakley and
Obion Counties; prompt deli
very; just pick up
your phone!

DRINK LOTS Of PURE MILK-----AND BUILD LOTS OF ENERGY!

---ALL LIMESTONE WEIGHE
D-PMA ORDERS FILLED IN
ALL COUNTI

ilktt;
''‘‘
PURE

ES

Fulton Phone 301
Clinton Phone, 3631
Key Street

PURE
MILK Co.

MILK co.
cisae A"

CLINTON LIMESTONE COMPANY
Wisconsin

_

-

PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED
Georgia

Alabama

Rice

Bring Your

Sawyer's Market

WO

Home for Service

FORDS LOVE FORD

INL

East Fourth Street

Conveniently Located;
good stocks
of all kinds of groceries and fres
h meats
We appreciate your business.
US!--Washington & Lee .....

.

Vanderbilt

J.

—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—

ZIPPY CAFE

Illinois

NTER! WIN
ASH PRIZES
AM WEEK

PERFECTION

OIL HEATER
$159.50
MADE FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street
0:e Miss
L. S.

1. In each ad on this page you will find
football games being played this week
end. Fill in your guess as to each score
and
either send in the page, or write score
s on
a piece of paper and send us the paper
. Include your name and address and
mod
scores to FOOTBALL EDITOR,
THE
FULTON NEWS, Fulton, Ky.
Do NOT
send to the advertisers.
2. Entries may be brosight to
the NEWS
office in person by noon Saturday
, day
after issue, or, iI mailed, MUS
T be postmarked by noon of that day.
One set et
scores per person. All games liste
d must
be scored.

Ns ii

,
•fir
lIene].
/

5 YEARS OLD—
BOTTLED IN BOND—

NOTHING CHANGED
BUT THE PRICE
—NOT---

TRACTORS
AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT
---ON DISPLAY AT THE--'1!•

KING MOTOR COMPANY
CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH
DEALER
SALES AND SERVICE

North Carolina

4
0
$4Fifth

PHONE 1267
Georgia Tech

111 Carr Street
Duke

LIOUORS AND WINES
You'll enjoy the good food at the

Delicious short orders

FULTON. KENTUCKY

Notre Dame

$2.75 PINT
$1.40 1-2 PT.

LEGION CAFE

FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
P.C.FORD
NEAL LOONEY
PETE PETERSON

5.25 FIFTH
3.25 PINT
1.65 1/2 PINT

NOW ONLY

X-100 MOTOR OM
---USED CARS---

Phone 169

You are always welcome at our Store"

—NOT-

6.79 FIFTH
41 19 PINT
2.12 /
1
2PINT

SHELL GAS

BURNETTE TRACTOR COMPANY

FOR THE FINEST IN

U.

OLD JOE

3. Person getting MOST WIN
NERS
right will receive $3; second
best, $2; third
best $1. Judging will be done
following
Monday after games are
played and
checks mailed winners that night
. In case
of ties, closest scores will dete
rmine winner.

.

Phone 905

Tue Same!

Nothing To Buy; Anyone Can
Win! Just Follow These Simple
Rules: - - - -

SEE THE NEW

.

70,800 BTU

FOOTBALL
EMITEST

ao.14 &twee e;r, ra/z-fir, geeei,fr

Fulton

WINTER!

fortably)

Arkansas

i•

Just What You Need For a Warm
Comfortable

(Heats 6 or 7 rooms com-

OWNED AND OPERATED
BY JOE HORNER

207 E. 4th St.

Missouri

Michigan

Highway 51 Just North of By-Pa
ss

JOHN DEERE.

Nebraska

PHONE 42
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
Complete shop for repairing, greasing,
oil changing, etc. Now is
the time to get your FORD ready for fall
and winter!

Delicious Steaks
Tasty Chops
Golden Fried Chicken
Seafoods
Home-Baked Pies
Your Favorite Salads

Texas A & M

pro

CASH _MOTOR COMPANY

ale ‘4499.41

Enjoy a delicious
dinner here served
in the pleasant
atmosphere of our
modern dining
room.

a soft drink
load. Nom rod oners

—from—

Phone 75

Tennessee

,

PASTEDRIZED)
HOMOGENIZED

Pit Bar-B-Q

ICE (OLD BEER
Located on 4th Street next doo
r to the American Legion
Open 24 hours a day
Frank Wiggins, Owner

Bottled By The Old Joe
Distillery Company,
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
Mississippi State
..

Florida ..._—

Auburn

Maryland
Indiana

Boston if
Pittsburgh

1

•
'

Mrs. Maude Jones in the afterPIERCE STATION
West State Line Nirin noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jones of near
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Ruthville, Mrs. Christine Pierce,
Due to my illness last week, I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams Answers To
Mrs. Roberta DeMyer, and Ben was unable to write the news, but spent awhile Wednesday
night
Jarrett Matthews were dinner I am improving and glad te be with his grandparents, Mr. and What's My Name?
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bob De- back.
Mrs. T. C. House.
Here are the answers to the
Myer, Sunday. Mrs. Urban DeThis community
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. What's My Name? questions on
Myer and daughter, Sandra Kay, Tuesday evening was saddened Roy Emerson were:
to learn of the
Mr. and Mrs. page 2:
and Mr. Ramtis of Obion were death of Carlos
1. President Calvin Coolidge.
Grissom in the Bernie Boulton, Mr. and
Mrs.
afternoon guests.
Paducah hospital. Mr. Grissom is Robert Emerson and Bob, Mr. 2. Secretary of Interior Albert
Albert Hutchens made a busi- the brother of Mrs. C. B. Cald- and Mrs. Harold Carr and Randy. B. Fall. 3. Attorney General
ness trip to Crossville, Tenn., last well and Mrs. Lewis Thompson, and Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crit- Harry M. Daugherty.
week.
and they have the sympathy of tenden and girls.
Edd Cardwell made a trip to the entire community in their
Mr. and Mrs. Noah
McNatt
Fulton Route Four
loss.
St. Louis over the week-end takwere guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Joyce Crams
Mr. W. M.
ing a load of his cattle.
Weatherford of McNatt, Thursday. Mr. McNatt is
Glad to be back with the News
week-end not improving.
Mrs. John
Matthews
came Springhill spent the
after
missing several weeks.
home Sunday afternoon after a with his daughter, Mrs. Edgar
Joyce Taylor spent
Monday
Everyone seems to be having
two weeks stay in Jones Clinic. Grissom and Mr. Grissom.
night with Bettye Lou Raines of bad colds.
We are glad to see Mr. Elmer Mayfield.
She is slowly improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin D. Cruce,
Olen Clark of Detroit and Mrs. Hawks home from the I. C. hosMr. and Mrs. T. C. House and Mrs. Les Cruce spent last Sunpital in Paducah
after being
Ada Lenox and daughter, Mrs.
and
visited
Mr.
day
J.
Finley
Mrs.
E.
with Mr.
Ronla Watkins of Paducah visit- there for thirty days, suffering Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Akin of Hutchison and and Mrs. Earl
Jerry.
from a heart ailment.
ed their uncle, Albert Hutchens,
Mrs. Fred Cloys has returned
The revival meeting will begin Martin, Sunday.
Sunday afternoon.
Glen
Coltharp
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
home
at
the Mission Sunday evening,
and is improving.
Mrs. William
Long and chilNovember 2 at 7:30 p. in., with Detroit visited his dad, Mr. Sam
Mrs. Bob Brockwell spent a
dren and Mrs. William
Greer
Ernest
Coltharp,
brother,
and
few
Rev.
A.
days
H.
Douglas
of
with Mr. and Mrs. T.
Milan doing
visited in Union City, Sunday
the preaching. This is the third Coltharp and family a few days Brockwell and family of Harris,
afternoon.
last week.
Term.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and revival Rev. Douglas has held at
Mesdames Evaline Yates, Addle
Mr. and Mrs. Iitither Pannel,
his
Jane and Mrs. Ethel Robey spent the Mission. He invites all
House,
Casey,
Miss Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hutchison,,
Tennis
and
friends to come out and hear him
Mr.
Saturday in Mayfield.
Casey
Lila
visited
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Cruce spent Suneach night next week.
afternoon.
Monday
McNatt,
J.
J.
day with Mr- and Mrs. Junior
Mr. Jim McFadden of Lynnville
and Mrs. Oliver Taylor, L. Cruce and Eva.
AUSTIN SPRINGS is spending this week with Mr. A.Mr.
Rowland
Joyce
and
Taylor
and Mrs. J. R. Sutton and helpMr. and Mn. R. Davidson and
Mrs. Carey Erields
Mr. Basil Mathis has begun the ing harvest beans for P. F. King. were Sunday visitors of W. L. Juanita of St. Louis spent Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs. Luerection of a new house on the Mr. McFadden and family will Rowland and Allie.
Mr. and Mn. T. J. Moore visit- ther Pannell.
site, where he lost his house by be moving to the Avery Hancock
ed her mother, Mrs. Addie Walfire a few weeks ago. The foun- place the first of the year.
the
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Weather- ston, who is at Sedalia in
dation was laid the past week and
Rock Springs News
the building will be rushed for- ford and sons, Wallace and James home of Mrs. Lillie Canter. Mrs.
Nettle Lee Copeien
ward as the weather permits.
and J. P. Spraggs of Springhill Walston is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates, Mr.
Mrs. Susie ErieIds remains a- spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Forrest Gilbert, Mr. and
bout the same having been con- Edgar Grissom. Mr. Weatherford CHICAG
O, ILL. NEWS Mrs. Harmon RBIs and children
fined to her bed well over a year. remained for a longer visit.
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Sue Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Conene Hastings
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton and
Mrs. Pressie Moore and family.
Marvin
Clark
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and daughter, Carolyn, of
sor.,
Danny of Water Valley spent
DeMr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
were
supper
Mr.
guests
of
and
holt vuo.ed Mr. and M's. Doyle aw'tile Sunday
afternoon with
and family spent Sunday with
Bowlin Monday.
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Mrs. Bobbie Parham, Sunday.
Mrs. Bobbie Parham and Miss Mr. and Mrs. Herman Prince.
Mrs. Velva Hawks has return- mold Sutton.
Mrs. May Henderson and JimSue Clark wish their mother and
ed home after several days treatfather, Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark my spent Tuesday with Mrs. Elment at Haws Memorial Clinic.
Copelen.
Dukedom Route Two of Fulton a wonderful 30th wed- moore
She is improved.
Mr. and Mrs. James Earl HaatJoyce Taylor
ding anniversary, October 22,
Mr. Grant Bynum.,and son, J.
ing
and
son, Larry, of Chicago
Some of the farmers would be 1952.
W., butchered a beef and stored
It is really winter time here, are spending the week-end with
the meat in the deep freeze last glad to see a good rain, the seeds
Mr.
and
Mrs. John Sanders.
that have been sown for a cover Monday the ground was covered
week.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doran visit- crop have come up, and are dy- with snow and rather cold.
Miss Sue Clark
went to the
ed in Union City Sunday
with ing from the lack of rain.
afternoon
Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Finley doctor last Thursday
their daughter, Mrs. Bill Doyle
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clon House, and found her much improved.
and Mr. Doyle.
Miss Louise Parham wrote the
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ward and Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were news due to Sue's sickness.
son, of Mayfield visited in
this
Mt. Herbert Clark visited Mr.
area last Sunday. Mrs. Ward is Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Parham last
the former, Shirley June Aber- Raymond Crittenden of Farming- and Mrs. Bobbie
morning.
Saturday
ton.
nathy.
Mr. Marvin Clark is working
Mrs. Ira Raines visited her sisRev. Alton Perry filled his regular appointment at New Sa- ter, Mrs. Powell Webb, a few days on the police force in North Lake,
lem Church last Sunday at 11 last week.
There seems to be an epidemic
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
o'clock and the evening service.
Sunday of stomach flu here.
Mrs. Hattie Gibson of Fulton and Marilyn were the
visited her sister, Mrs. Grover dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
T. Hicks and girls. They visited —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
True last week.

POTTEST
Oil limb!

Bay inTown!

FULL SIZE, ZIG CAPACITY
•
,d
GENUINE

NEW! Revolutionary!,You'll Say It's Wonderfor For Factory-Fresh Looks!

Prices Start At

$57.00
BENNETT ELECTRIC
MAIN ST.

PHONE 201

•
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PRECINCT 3-A (formerly located at City Motor Company on
Lake Street) will be at King Motor Company on Carr Street.
PRECINCT 4-A (formerly at Earle & Taylor Implement Company, Fourth Street) will be at the American Legion Cabin on
Fourth Street.

VOTE FOR

TOM UNDERWOOD
FOR

Try.OK'S

STAY
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•Porcelain
Lifetime Pe
also avail,
•Full-Width
•Twin All-I
•Pull-Width
•
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SENATOR TOM yNDERWOOD

SENATOR
ON THE DEMOCRATIC TICKET

[Fo:

CIRCULATING OIL HEATER!

Heats clean! Exclusive Dual
Chamber Burner is clean burning on high or low firs setting
and gives more heat from every
drop of oil.
Extra value feahonts Automatic
Draft Minder.
... Waste Stoppee... Coordinated Cowrols.

Notice

1.0•Vmer•Iv...•

Ref

VUOTHERM
Heats plenty, Big capacity oil
heater with genuine Duo-Therm
heating efficiency!
Heats beautifully! Superb new
styling,rich brown finish, brass
door pain

visited Mr. and Mrs. Bobby CoolPage 8 — The Fulton News — Friday, Oct. 31, 1952
ey awhile Wednesday night.
Kirk Prince returned home
Wednesday
from
Dyersburg, Miss Violet Crook
the absence of our Den Chief. We
Tenn.
opened our
meeting with our
Elected
President
theme song.
Miss Narie Moore spent
the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Miss Violet Crook, Obion CounDen Anderson called the roll
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown and ty Nurse, was elected president and collect dues.
We answered
baby are spending a few days in of the Tennessee State Nurses Asroll call with a drawing of fine
Yates.
sociation at its 47th annual con- Flags. We studied about "How To
this community.
vention in Memphis, October 18. Honor The Flag."
Mr. and Mrs. Preside Moore and
Miss Ina Bellew spent Saturday
After inspection the
meeting
CUB SCOUT NEWS night with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Den One met at the home of was closed by forming the living
Gilbert.
our Den Mother, Mrs. E. E. Will- circle and saying the Cub Scout
Mr. and Mrs. John
Sanders iamson, Thursday
afternoon, promise. Butch Buckingham furspent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. October le. Denner Wayne An- nished refreshments.
Walter Pitman.
derson conducted the meeting in
—Roland Carter, Reporter.

PlI CESS
"Stay-New" Means Your Guarantee of Beautiful, Lustrous Cleaning!
•
—PHONE 130—

OK Laundry

GENERAL ELECTION, TUESDAY, NOV.4, 1952

Ph(

SENATOR UNDERWOOD'S RECORD IN CONGRESS
IS AN OPEN BOOK — HE'S YOUR FRIEND.

Send Him Back
With Your Vote On Nov. 4th.

AND SANITONE CLEANERS
PAW POLITICAL
ADVERTISEMENT
324 VI

I., 1952
Mef. We
rith our

—4.101.11.0••••••••••10...,

Interests

FOR WOMEN

the roll
nswered
of fine
How To
meeting
te living
b Scout
am airporter.

SOCIETY

—4--

CLUBS

—4.—

HOME NEWS

PHONE 470
BEETHOVEN MUSIC CLUB.
HOLDS MEETING AT
WOMAN'S CLUB HOME
The second regular meeting of
the Beethoven Music Club was
held at the Fulton Woman's Club,
Wednesday, October 22, at 3:00 p.
m.
The meeting was called to order by Marian Blackstone.
Refreshments were then served
by the hostesscA, Marian Blackstone, Gloria Hinton, Barbara
Boyd and Ella Doyle. The table,
with a damask tablecloth on'it,
had a beautiful bouquet of white
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FRJQDAIRE
PROOF-OF-VALUE
DEMONSTRAT1ON2t

.75 CASH PRICE

289

New Low Terms!
NEW 8.6 Cu. ft.
MASTER MODEL

FRIGIDAIRE

and brown
marigolds.
Other
Halloween decorations filled the
room, leaving the thought of fall
and Halloween.
In the business meeting, it was
brought to' the group's attention
that an order of song books had
been received.
A lovely program was presented by Nancy Bushart with Jeannie Davis, Marian Blackstone,
Nancy Bushart, Patricia
Legg,
and Gloria
Hinton playing the
piano. Betty McDade -gave a baton twirling act with Ella Doyle
accompanying her.
After the program songs were
sung from our new song books.
Diane Wright, Anne Fall, Betty
McDade and Millie McDade served refreshments in
November.
Gloria Hinton is program chairman in November.
We have sevcn new members in
the Beethoven Music Club.
—Ella Doyle, Secretary.

MRS. FOSTER EDWARDS
HOSTESS TO fULTON
HOMEMAKERS CLUB
The new president, Mrs. J. H.
Lawrence, of the Fulton
Homemakers Club, presided at the recent meeting held at the home of
Mrs. Foster Edwards. 13 members
and 5 visitors enjoyed the hospitality of Mrs. Edwards.
Mrs. Lawrence gave a report of
the County Annual Day at Hickman last week. The reading lesson was presented by mes. H. G.
Butler, who said that: "we must
vote to secure our American way
of life—enjoyment of our many,
simple, commonplace
privileges
that only a small percentage of
the world has."
At noon a- delicious
ppt-luck
luncheon was sery.cd. Everyone
enjoyed tlae sociaPhour. The clever games and songs were conducted by Mrs. Fred Bondurant.
Mrs. L. C. Brown and Mrs.
Lawrence gave the first in a series of lessons in clothing.
Detailed instructions were given in
the selection of colors, fabrics,
patterns and trimming. A chart
was studied for each person and
filled out according to specifications and the
right
selection.
Many lovely new samples of material were shown. .
At three o'clock the group adjourned, happy for DM associations and accomplishments of the

MPS. SUE GRIFFITH
AND H. P. ALLEN
WEDDING ANNOUNCED
Mrs. Sue Griffith of Mayfield
and H. P. Allen of Fulton were
ma ried
Saturday, October 4,
1951 in Corinth, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fly of Fulton
we-e the only attendants.
After a short wedding trip to
the Smokies, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
are at home in Mayfield.
Mrs. Allen is an employee of
the Southern
Bell
Telephone
Company, and Mr. Allen is employed by the Illinois
Central ,
Railroad.
ART DEPARTMENT
MEETS WITH
MRS. BAIRD
The Art Department of the Woman's Club met last Saturday afternoon,
October
18„ at 2:30
o'clock with Mrs. Gordon Baird
at her home on Second Street,
with ten members and one visitor,
Mrs. J. H. Stone, present.
This was the first meeting of
the season, and Miss Mary Martin, vice chairman presided in the
absence of Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr.
Mrs. Sara Meacham presented
a most interesting program. Her
subject was "Salt Lake City".
Delicious refreshments
were
served later- in the afternoon by
the hostess.

Refrigerator

day. In November this group will MRS. LILLIE MAE HAWKS
meet with Mrs. Otis Melton in AND TOY DUN!' WEDDING
the Highlands.
IS ANNOUNCED
Mrs. Lillie Mae Hawks, Fulton
BRIDE-ELECT HONORED
and Toy Dunn, Union City, Route
AT DESSERT BRIDGE
3 announced
their
marriage
LAST FRIDAY NIGHT
which was solemnized Saturday,
October
18,
1952
at
Corinth,
Miss.
Miss Andy DeMyer and Mrs.
Charles Taylor of St. Louis'hon- Bro. Rev. Lindsey Allen, minister
ored Miss Jean Atkins, popular of the Church of Christ performbride-elect of Don Sensing with ed the single ring ceremony at
a lovely dessert-bridge Friday ! his home.
Mrs Joseph
McClanahan and
night at the home of Mrs. Taylor's
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Miss Tommy Jean Hawks were
the only attendants.
Brady, Eddings Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn are making
Bridge was
enjoyed at four
tables and high scorer was Mrs. their home hear Fulton on the
Union
City Highway.
Jasper Vowell, Mrs,Fred Homra
•
was low and Mrs. Ralph Winstead
won the bridge-bingo. The hostesses presented Miss Atkins with FULTON BOUTE ONE
Shelba Clark
a lovely gift.
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson
The guest list included:
Miss
and family- visited Mr. and Mrs.
Atkins, Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mrs.
Leo Wilkerson and family, SunGeorge PAty, Mrs. Erl Sensing,
day.
of Murray, Miss Winnie Bowfin,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton D. Flatt
Mrs. Reginald Williarnson, Mrs.
an children of Washington
are
Fred Homra, Mrs. Frank Brady,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jim GardMrs. Garland Merryman,
Mrs.
ner and Dale tlatt this week.
Tolbert Dallas, Mrs. Felix GusSunday guests Of Mr. and Mrs.
sum, Jr., Mrs. Jasper
Vowel!,
0. G. Clark and family were: Mr.
Mrs. Jack Moore,
Mrs. Ralph
and Mrs. W. J.
Rogers, Mrs.
Winstead, Mrs. M. W. Haws and
Brady of Memphis, and Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Wiley.
Mrs. Raymond Clark.
Tea guests were: Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Claudie Pillow
Reams and Mrs. S. M. DeMyer.
and children,
Barbara, Neddie
and and Bobby, and Elaine Bone
—GO TO
()KUM SUNDAY— were Sunday guests of Mr. and

We can't have a healthy people or a
healthy economy, unless our farmers
prosper. Today they are prospering and
we all benefit by it

•Full-Width Chili Drawer
•Built-In Food Safety Indicator
• Exclusive Ovickube Trays
•Super-powered Meter-Miser
mechanism
mAm-se
Stop in aed ask aixart the mw
Cyder.ma* modern, — and
lie
ether riew Frigidaire esodek —TODAY

In 1932 the average American farmer
earned 80 cents a day. The price of
wheat was the lowest in 300 years. Corn
fell to less than 15 cents, cotton and wool
to 5 cents, sugar to 3 cents and beef to
2V2 cents.

15 MILUON FRIGIDAIRE"
BUILT AND SOLD I

But it didn't just happen. It wasn't el-

1932 POVERTY and CHAOS

expert service. We carry complete
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glass
parts and body hardware.

GRAHAM FURNITURE
COMPANY
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
343 WALNUT

PHONE 185

210 Church St.

Phone 909

The Democratic Party tackled the
problem head-on.

1932

FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET

THE ROAD TO PROSPERITY

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Here's how the Party strengthened
America by building up its farm economy:

'
4K
ule'

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ins.
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TELEVISION
FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT
We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL - PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA
Banters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

ROPER RADIO SERVICE
324 Walnut Street

Phone 1640

GARRIGAN, DUBLIN
TO ATTEND MEETING

Hugh Garrigan, Jr., will attend
the 29th Southern States Annual
Meeting in Richmond. Va.. Nayember 6 and 7, as the official
delegate from the Fulton,.'Ky.,
area.
Also attending will be
Wm.
Thomas Dublin, manager of the
local Southern States Agency.
Well over 1,500 persons will attend the meeting. Highlights of

1 Encouraged farmers to raise adequate
supplies. Insured them against pries
drops that could wipe them out, destroy their productivity. Today basica
farm products are supported at 90%
of parity.
2 Established soil conservation eervioe.
Today four out of five of the nation's
farms are included in the program.
Almost 78 million acres of farm and
pasture land have been restored, protected and improved under Democratic administration programs.

The results haw been:
Oar Jars outfrat has increased 50%
since 1132. I. 1920 there were only
920000 tractors on American largess. Ti.
day there are 4,100,000. Today there are
Moses as many trucks, 10 times as
many onechassioal coresickers and U
times as many grain conibines on Angerka's fortes as there were in 1030.
Net income fir the average farms,
stood at Nearly $21100in 1951—alsnost tea
Ii..,, what it was in 1132. Allowing for
the rise is Prices tarsiers Day, die average lartner's income is lour tinges what
it was in .1932 and doable what k was is
1129—e4e *salt year of ReSublican twosFarm prosperity has been matched by
the rest of our economy. People have
jobs. Businees is prospering. There is
money to buy what our farms produce.
Increased farm income has sent millions
of rural Americans into the marketplace
to buy what our cities produce.
We're eating more and eating better.
Though we have grown by 30 million
people sinee 1932 our per capita consumption of all foods is 13% higher than
the 1935-39 average!

the two-day affair include the annual report by 0. E. Zacharias,
Jr., General Manager of Southern
States, the awarding of the
29
grand prizes in the
"Come-NWin" Contest, the confirmation of
four newly-elected members of
the Cooperative's Board of
Directors, a general discussion period, two special panel discussions,
a talk by Edmund Harding, North
Carolina
humorist, and
tours
through the
Southern
States
building and Richmond industrial
plants.

Milton School News
(Last Week)
By Earl Lee Gordon
October 16. Thursday, the boiler for Milton's furnace came. The
radiators
have been in for twc
weeks. Last week we had heater",
in each room, in two of the rooms
the heaters went off and the 1st
thru the 6th grades were out untill noon.
The other rooms heaters were
burning until Friday morning the
whole school was let Out, because
of the heaters not working. There
was no school Monday, the heaters were still not working.
Phone 470 for

Printing

Republicans Against The Farmer
Where did the Republican Party fit
into this march of progress? Here is
what it did:

Nei MIMS SWIM Pt 1110116•1111111

A GREAT DAY FOR AMERICA

Friday, Oct. 31, 1952

UP
D3*1
ON
THE
FARM

4 Brought electricity to the farm. In
1932 only one farm out of ten had electric power. Today only one out of ten
does not have it The Rural Electrification Administration did the job.
Extended farm credit at moderate interest rates to that farmers could improve and expand their production.
6 Expanded Federal agricultural re.
search.

It was cheaper to burn corn for fuel in
the Midwest than to try to sell it and
buy coal.

WHITNEL

Phone 10—)I' 88

(Next Week)
November 3, Wilburn Holloway; November 4, Susan Bshrart
and Betty Ann Hefly; November
5, Mrs. C. J. Bowers and Mrs.
Eugene Howard; November 6, H.
November 7, Ann
R. Goulder;
Fall and Leslie Weaks; NovemMoore, Sr.,
ber 8, Mrs. George
and Hugh Pigue.

3 Helped termer* to own their (Awn
farms. For SO years the trend had been
the other way—toward tenant farming.
More than 2,000,000 farmers have been
encouraged to own their farms by loan
help from the Farmers Home Administration.

Feeding that many mouths is a big
job—n job that rests squarely an our
nation's farmers.

ways this way.

LET US REPLACE IT
Telephone or come in for Rrompt„

HAPPY RTRTHDAY

20 YEARS OF
FARM PROSPERITY

•Porcelain Interior.
Lifetime Porcelain exterior finish
also available
•Full-Width Super-Freexer Cho*
•Twin Ali-Porcelain Hydrators

Need New Safety Glass?

Mrs. Herbert Howell and Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Howell
Saturday night guests of Mr.
and Mrs. 0. G. Clark were Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce and son,
Ronnie.

Don't Plow Under

America is a big country. At the beginning of 1952 there were 156,000,000 of US
—with 7,000 newcomers daily.

ci

The Fulton News

I Reduced the number of commodities
on which definite price supports was
assured. (80th Congress.)
2 Reduced parity for several important
commodities. (80th Congress.)
3 Reduced price floors by putting in a
sliding Defile of 60 to 90 percent of parity. (80th Congress.)
4 Prevented the Commodity Credit Corporation from acquiring new storage
facilities to enable farmers to get price
support loans. (80th Congress.)
5 Voted against an improved Soil Conservation Act in 1936. Voted to welch
on oonservation payments in 1943. The
80th Congress voted to abolish soil conservation in 1948. The 80th Congress
voted to out the program in half.
6 Voted to kill the farm ownership Loan
program in 1947.

7 Voted to out off one-third of the staff
of the Rural Electrification Administration in 1947.
11 Voted to out the budget of the Research and Marketing Administration
by one half.
Whether you're e farmer,worker, businessman or professional man—no matter
how or where you earn your living,
you're better off today because farmers
are prospering.
Which party had the foresight and
courage to do the job? You can see for
yourself.

Forward With STEVENSON and UNDERWOOD
VOTE DEMOCRATIC

•

VOTE FOR PROGRESS

•

NOVEMBER 4
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Tues., Nov. 4, 1952

GET READY FOR WINTER
COME TO FULTON HARDWARE FOR
YOUR COAL OR OIL HEATER

*,

loam&

Prices star,t at

AND SUPER
KEM-TONE

A Paromoont Picture

Plus: Latest News
and City Kitty

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
The reward for goodness and
the punishment of evil will be
Exchange Furn. Co. explained in the Lesson-Sermon
entitled
207 Church St.
"Everlasting PunishPhone 35
ment" which will be read in all
Christian Science churches next
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper reSunday.
turned Tuesday night after visitAmong the passages from the
ing Mrs. Roper's sister, Mrs. E. M.
Bible is the following verse from
Milner of Lapeer, Mich., who accompanied them on their vacation Lamentations (3:39): "Wherefore doth a living man complain,
trip through northern Michigan
a man for the punishment of his
and Canada.
sins?"

Sample Ballot
Election Held Tuesday, November I,

1952

Fulton Independent School
District
Fulton County, Ky.
(Vote For Two)
Robert Ward Bushart

Felix M. Gomm, Jr.

7.95
PORTABLE OIL HEATERS
In Several Sizes.
Very Useful At This Time
of the Year.
Prices Start at-

12.50

"BUCK" Magazine - type
coal heater,; holds fire 24
- hours; heavy brick lining
will last for
years

LAUNDRY HEATERS

$57.50

IN BOTH TWO
- EYE AND
4-EYE SIZES.
PRICES START

"SIMMONS" Oak heaters

$13.95

At

Combination c o a 1 or
wood heaters; will heat
two rooms and keep fire
for several
hours

ACCESSORIES
Of All Kinds And Size
s

$36 50

STOVEPIPE

3411

.
/6(4
AWS'

10.00

DAMPERS

STATE OF KENTUCKY
)
COUNTY OF FULTON )
I, Kathryn R. Kelly,
Clerk of the County Court for
and State aforesaid, do certif
y that the above and forego the County
and correct copy of the
ing is a true
Offici
Election to be held on Tuesd al Ballot to be voted on in the General
ay,
Given under my hand this November 4, 1952.
15th day of October, 1952.
KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk
.
Fulton County Court.

Circulating oil heaters
for five rooms
19$
..only

ELBOWS
SCUTTLES
SHOVELS

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE COMPAN
Y
208 LAKE STREET

•

TELEPHONE 1
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